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Indian treatment for leukemia and other cancers
James Vaidyan
Ayurveda Vaidyasala, Center for Cancer treatment, India

I am a traditional Ayurveda practitioner (Vaidya) treating different types of cancers and leukemia. Chemotherapy can be 
avoided by opting for Ayurveda treatment. Remission is faster, without debilitating negative side effects. An intricate course 

of repeated refining, elaborate processing, and enrichment of highly efficient manner. A patient recovering from diseases 
through such treatment is becoming refined physical being and the body system totally regenerated. The basic principle of the 
methodology of this treatment is to strengthen and equip our own T cells in the blood; they become capable to fight against 
cancer. Antibody proteins are produced automatically and destroy cancer cells, without damaging other parts of the body. 
Medicines are prepared through elaborate processing. We are following the same procedures that have been practiced by the 
ancient Maharishis and masters. I have treated many cancer patients- different types of cancers including leukemia. Patients are 
improving much faster than what is happening in the best hospitals anywhere in the world. Even in salvage treatment, patients 
come back to life. The quality of life that they are enjoying during and after the treatment is tremendously different from 
how cancer patients live and suffer under chemotherapy and radiation treatment. It is my sincere request to the international 
scientific community to focus on how these practices that lie outside conventional science may be appropriately utilized and 
further researched. I am seeking right people/ Universities /Research Institutions for Collaboration and knowledge transfer for 
better utilization of this knowledge for the benefit of entire humanity.
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